
Backup and Disaster  
Recovery Feature Checklist

The right BDR solution can provide fast recovery, a final defense in security, and the peace of mind that 
comes with advanced protection. But only you can select the right provider. Here is a list of essential 
BDR features to help you evaluate your options.

FEATURE onQ SOLUTION SOLUTION SOLUTION

Enterprise-class, purpose-built backup appliance

SPEED

1-click recovery in 5 minutes or less

Minimum of 25,000 IOPS

Can boot 1 to multiple recovery nodes 
concurrently

NVMe Cache (SSD speed for BU and Recovery)

SIMPLICITY

Free, unlimited local and DR automated testing

-Simple IP-based interface accessible from 
anywhere 
-No post recovery steps (user transparent, 
ready-to-use fix)

    

Simple licensing

Ready-to-run recovery nodes onsite

-Fully pre-tested and -verified to work
-Failover entire environment in one click locally

RELIABILITY

Ready-to-run recovery nodes offsite/cloud

- Flexible and efficient replication 
- WAN optimized transfer and bandwidth 
throttling 
- Fully pre-tested and verified to work 
 - Simple failover in 5 minutes or less 
 - Failover entire environment in one click offsite

Continuous backups when failed over

Continuous protection while failing back

Granular recovery for Exchange and SharePoint

Failover templates for interdependent 
applications (Web, App, DB)

Sequential failover for all so servers come up in 
the right sequence with 1 click



FEATURE onQ SOLUTION SOLUTION SOLUTION

SECURITY

Secure backups with data encrypted in transit 
and at rest

Tier 1 datacenters

PERFORMANCE

No drop in performance with failover workloads

Run clones indefinitely and use solution as 
migration tool

Global deduplication

Sandbox test environment identical to 
production

FLEXIBILITY

Ability to recover servers and data from any 
point in time 

Ability to protect Physical and Virtual

Ability to failover from anywhere (remote 
management)

Full or incremental failback to similar or 
dissimilar hardware

COMPLIANCE

Compliant with PCI, HIPAA, SOC2 and other 
regulatory requirements

SUPPORT

Linux support

No usage fees in the cloud at time of disaster

Direct software support from vendor
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